A lot of members panicked over the latest news in AUS regarding
Blockchain Global. This has been going on for awhile ever since
the exchange ACX failed. Details of that failure is not our
business, since ACX was not an entity under HyperTech Group,
and there is no accusation of wrong doing by HyperTech Group,
Sam or Ryan, or even Blockchain Global.
The "in the news" part of this came about when a group of former
clients of ACX banded together and decided to go after ANY
entity even remotely connected to ACX in an effort to recoup lost
crypto. That is their right of course. However, Blockchain Global is
not responsible for the failure of ACX, any more
than HyperTech Group would be. Sam has cooperated fully with
all authorities in the process of finding a solution, of course.
One final point you may want to mention but are not obligated to.
Blockchain Global (as many of the hundreds of entities under the
umbrella of HyperTech Group empire) does not just have one
registered entity. The one registered in AUS is not "the whole
thing" or the international entity we know as Blockchain Global
and as one of the strongest pillars of the HyperTech Group.
Because of the way it is structured, at no time does any of this
action in AUS (even if, for instance, the courts were to decide to
liquidate BG in Australia to bail out a failed exchange, which I
cannot imagine happening as they did not own the exchange...)
negatively impact the entirety of Blockchain
Global, HyperTech Group, or HyperFund.
*****
Thank you again for your efforts to help reassure members. Many
members have been through some negative experiences with
other "programs", and their tendency is to go straight to DOOM if
anything looks imperfect. As you know, any giant business empire
encounters ups and downs, and part of why HyperTech Group is
so strong is because of the way it is decentralized.

